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Appdome for Appaloosa
With its Mobile Application Management (MAM) and native app
store, Appaloosa helps enterprises deploy mobile apps to
employees and partners with a clear separation between work and
personal environments on the same device.
Appaloosa’s MAM SDK and Enterprise App Store can now be implemented from the Appdome
platform using AppFusion, an automated mobile integration technology which enables citizen
developers to integrate mobile services or 3rd party SDKs without coding. The Appaloosa SDK
is now available on the Appdome platform as an expansion to the existing mobility “Management”
service category, under a newly created section called “Mobile Application Management”.
RAPIDLY INTEGRATE APPALOOSA SDK ON
THE APPDOME PLATFORM
Using Appdome, customers can integrate Appaloosa’s
entire mobile management suite and deploy fused apps to
the Appaloosa app store in minutes.
Appdome enables mobility professionals, (such as mobile
developers, IT, Operations, or Security) to implement the
full Appaloosa SDK in just a few minutes, using a simple
point and click web interface. Appdome is a much faster
and more efﬁcient method for integrating the Appaloosa
SDK with mobile apps, as compared to the traditional
method of implementing the SDK by modifying the source
code, a process which adds weeks or months to your
mobile deployment or integration project. With Appdome,
access to source code is not required. Simply upload a
compiled app binary to the Appdome platform, select the
Appaloosa SDK, along with any other services that you
want to integrate (such as mobile security), and click “Fuse
My App”. Within several minutes, you get a new compiled
app binary! The source code is untouched and the app
behavior is unchanged. The app can now be deployed and
managed via the Appaloosa app store.

Figure1: Shows where the Appaloosa SDK is
located on the Appdome platform.

Figure 2: Fused app on the Appaloosa app store.
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THE APPFUSION PROCESS
AppFusion from AppDome offers enterprises the ability to fuse new features and new
capabilities to any mobile app by uploading the ﬁnal package (.ipa, .apk) to the Appdome
platform. The cloud-based fusion process is done automatically within minutes, enabling the
integration of the full Appaloosa SDK functionality. The fused app can be distributed and
managed by the Appaloosa app store.
Rapid Deployment

Operational Efﬁciency

Appdome makes the Appaloosa MAM and
Enterprise App Store easier to deploy and manage
because you can implement the full Appaloosa SDK
in several minutes with no specialized skills
required without changing a single line of code.
This means that you can deploy more enterprise
apps faster than ever before because the entire
integration process is automated.

Because it’s codeless, Appdome solves the constant
resource shortage and skill mismatch which has held
back or slowed enterprise mobile deployments.
With Appdome, highly specialized mobile developers
are no longer required to complete mobile
integrations. Your IT, Ops and/or Security groups are
empowered to manage your mobile apps on their
own, allowing mobile developers to focus on building
new apps and taking your mobility initiative to the
next level. Appdome also makes ongoing operations
simple because Appaloosa SDK updates are
delivered automatically through its cloud-based
platform.

Comprehensive Mobile Security
Integrate Appdome’s Mobile Security suite to any
app in several minutes from the “Security” service
category on the Appdome platform.
• Mobile Data Loss Prevention
• OS Integrity
• Advanced Application Protection
• Secure Communication
• Mobile Data Privacy
• Compliance
Deployment Flexibility
Appaloosa doesn’t require a Mobile Device
Management (MDM) solution to be in place. It can
be deployed as a standalone MAM solution or
co-exist with an existing MDM. This makes it an
ideal solution for bring your own device (BYOD) or
environments where managing devices are not
challenging, costly, or simply not possible.

APPALOOSA SDK —
KEY CAPABILITIES:
• Mobile Application Management
— Analytics
• Native App Store
— Publish private apps
— Push notiﬁcations
— Customizable graphics, logos, look
and feel
• Access control
— Grant/revoke/manage access to apps
— Manage users/user groups

KEY FEATURES:
• Application analytics
• Blacklist
• Application auto-update
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